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For Class: Pre-9
Subject: English+ Maths+ Science *Urdu

Note: Attempt all the questions.

Time Allowed: 2 Hours
Total Marks: 100

English Section
Objective Part

Q.#1: Choose the correct option.

Q.#2: Give short arswers.

i. Why do we pray?
i

(0s)

Sr.
No Questions A B C D

I.
She _ medicines in the morning
daily.

take takes taking taken

It. dog is a faithful animal. A An The None

l[. He is than his brother. rich richer richest none

lY. This pen is superior that than of to from

v. He is the young man _ saved my life. that which whom who

vt. you go to school every day? Do Does Did Done

vll. I have been here fortwo hours. wait waited waits waiting

vnt. The past participle of verb know is knew known knowing knows

lx. Naila is suffering fever. from with to ln

x. "He fought like a lion." This is an example of: metaphor simile imagery personification

SUBJECTTVE PART

(10)

ii. Write trvo causes of road accidents.

iii. Describe some features of mobile phones.

iv. What is an adverb? Give an example for it.

Y. How can book reading help us?

\



e. if 3: Write a letter to your friend inviting her to spend holidays with you. OR (OS)

Write a story with a moral:

'{Do $oo[I{ave Qoof

Q. # 4: Write an essay on the given topic:

7 qait ) (Do!'

Mathematics Section

Objective Part

(0s)

(10)

SUBJECTTVE PART

Q. # 5: Solve the following short questions. (5 x Z = 10)

i. x -- {!,2,3, ... .LS},y = {6,8, 10, ... ... .ZA}FindXUY

a

ii. Write power set of {a, b, c}. l

Sr.
No

Questions A B C D

xl. The number of subsets of the set {0} is: One Two Three Four

xll.
For three sets A, B and C, (AUB) UC is
equal to

(AUB) n c (AnB) AU(BUC) (A ff'B) n C

xul.

The numbers which cannot be written

in the form!where p,q e Z ands'
q * 0 are called numbers.

Rational Irrational Prime None of these

xtY. The square root offi is
3

a
,3
14

6

Z
5

Z

xv. (-4) 3 = +64 -!2 +72 -64

xvl. The square of 0.9 is: 0.81 8.10 0.081 81.0

xvu. The place value of 103 is 

-

30 300 100 1000

xvuI. ln4x * 6y,the coefficient of Y is: 4
aJ 6 0

xtx. y?-yis_polynomial. Linear Quadratic Cubic Biquadratic

xx. r are usedto representvariable. Constants Numbers Alphabets Literals

iii. Find square rootaf 225.

.



Define parallel lines.

v. Write De-Morgan's laws.

Q. # 6: Find the solution set by using method of equating the coefficients

x-4y-4
4x-y-16

General Science Section

(0s)

Obiective Part I
Sr.
No Questions A B C D

xxr.
The part of body which filters wastes from
blood.

Liver Kidney lntestine Stomach

xxlt.
If body movement are not precise and
accurate, the part of brain which may be
effected.

cerebellum cerebrum thalamus midbrain

xxtIl.
Maly axons present side by side and
enclosed in a common sheath.

nerve cell nerve dendrite spinal cord

XXIY.
lr hurnans a spefin has23 chromosomes.
Ees cell has:

Z)
chromosome.s

46
chromosomes

No
chromosomes

59
chromosomes

xxv. Cell makes copies of chromosomes during: interphase
nuclear

division of
mitosis

nuclear division
of meiosis

cy.tokinesis

xxvt. Which statement is correct?

DNA has

instructions for
making
proteins

Proteins have
instructions for
making DNA

Both of these None of these

xxvll. A gene is inserted into a bacterium by: Tissue culture Fermentation Biodegradation
Genetic

engineering

KXVnl.

Sections of DNA serving as codes for
developing characters in an organism are
called:

genes nucleotides plasmid5 proteins

xxtx.
Indicate an air pollutant among the
followine:

Oxygen Nitrogen Water Carbon dioxide

xxx.
The phenomenon which does not lead to
slobal warmins:

Greenhouse
effect

Ozone
depletion

deforestation photosynthesis



SUBJECTIYE PART

Q. # 7: Give short answers.

i. Why do gases expand faster than liquids and solids?

(5xz=10)

ii. How many seconds are there in one solar day?

iii. Definehydraulics.

iv. What is the effect of dilute HCI on the colours of blue litmus and phenolphthalein?

Y" Define a chemical reaction.

Q. # 8: Answers the questions in detail.

i. Explain the Central Nervous System CNS.

(5xr=os)
(0s)

Urdu Section

Objective Part (0s)
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1 6. A
2. C 7. .D
J. 8. B.
4. 9. A
5. D 10. B

Mathematics Section
11 B 16. A
12. C t7. D
13. 18. C

14. D
D

19. B
15. 24. C

Enslish Section
B

C
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